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About This Game

How quickly and cleanly can you break the blocks?
That is the goal -- and thrill -- of this game!

Kuraburo kai is not your average block-breaker game.

Here you use Shuriken instead of the standard balls, and you are given certain freedom in where you want to throw them. You
can also launch a multi-ball trigger when you wish.

This makes the game very different from the standard block-breaker, and you can play in a stress-free way to your heart's
content.

Shuriken have a power level -- once the power fills up, you can launch piercing attacks that rip right through the blocks without
bouncing back.

Using this power and the right timing, you can pierce through blocks and enjoy seeing the walls crumble before you.

Select from one of five playable characters!
Each character has a unique Ninjyutu (ninja art) that can be used to further bust the blocks.

Once you get the handle of the controls, you'll enjoy the brisk feeling of breaking through blocks with reckless abandon.
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The control is somewhat fidgety at first, however, you should get the hang after a few tries.

Choose one of five characters with different special abilities and fight your way through five stages with ten levels each. The
ninjas will spin the shuriken back to the field of blocks automatically when you're close enough, by the way.

You want to speed it up like a well-trained ninja warrior? No problem! Just hit the shuriken with the edge of your weapon and
you'll end up in crushing the blocks way harder and breaking them a lot faster. Ka-POW!

Oh, and look: See this turtle statues? When your shuriken bounces against these lil' fellas, it gains speed and will turn into an
unstoppable block breaking super shuriken! That's a lot of fun to crush colorful blocks - ninja-style.

I\u2019ll give it 7 out of 10 Ninja Turtles.. No mouse support, absolutely unfathomatble for this type of game. Esc key instantly
exits the game without prompt.
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